
DRU range of balanced
flue fires grows by five
DRU Fires, the Netherlands based manufacturer of contemporary fires,
has launched five new balanced flue gas models for Spring 2008.

The Largo Slim Line II is a 1 metre square frameless fire with a
polished black steel interior featuring a log firebed and can be
combined with the new Luca stone hearth and a choice of the Cala
(right) or Toro stone surrounds.

The Largo Slim Line II has a heat output of 8 kW, making it one
of the most powerful fires in the DRU Designer Collection. It has
a total depth of only 447mm, enabling it to be installed in almost
any living room.

The Largo Tunnel is a see-through version of the Largo Slim
Line II designed to be installed in a dividing wall and viewed from
two rooms.

Like all DRU fires, both versions of the Largo are manufactured
from corrosion-free powder coated galvanised steel.

The Apollo 100 (below), one of the most successful fires in the
DRU Designer Collection, is now joined by the Apollo 80, a

smaller version of this award-winning fire that can be installed as a hole-
in-the-wall model or combined with the DRU Sienna bluestone surround.

The Apollo 80 has a 6.5 kW heat output and offers a log fuel bed with
a choice of black or brick interiors.

Following the reported success of the Scenic 70, DRU has introduced
a larger version of this model, the Scenic 80.

The fire features glass on three sides which is said to make it visible from
all corners of the room. Scenic 80 is offered in combination with the DRU
tailor-made false chimney breast and unique floating hearth. With a 6.5kW
output, the Scenic 80 has a black steel interior and traditional log fire bed.

Completing the quintet of new models, the Pronto (below) is a new
three-sided hanging fire, designed for homes with no chimney. The balanced
flue model features an anthracite metallic finish, a log firebed, is available
for both natural and
LP gas and has an
output of 5.4 kW.

Most new DRU
fires include an
electronic, pro-
grammable remote

control and all feature the patented Vario Burner system which is
said to replicate the vivid glow of real burning logs.

DRU also supplies practical and atmospheric accessories, like
the LUX lighting and ventilation kits, which help to disperse the
hot air produced by the fires and extend the warm glow up towards
the ceiling.

All of the new DRU balanced flue models will be available to
the UK in early April 2008. For further information visit
www.drufire.co.uk or contact Niall Deiraniya by calling 0161 793
8700 or by email to n.deiraniya@drufire.co.uk


